National policy--driven depictions of 'remote' Australia in a crisis state of dysfunction and despair have been, and continue to be, rife. At the time of first drafting this introduction, a national news article on frontline developments bemoaned the passing of the once vibrant 'old Aboriginal art world', depicting the contemporary remote field as a 'fateful journey away from its origins in ceremony and law'; a 'slackening' and 'diluting' of once--was traditional glory. 4 In early 2015, The Australian newspaper reported fresh allegations of 'fake' desert canvases circulating in the primary auction and sales market through one active business operating in multiple locations. 5 The continuity of suspect practices in the industry shakes consumer confidence in an already fragile market.
It is in this context that Same but Different took shape. Our intent was to ask:
What might it mean to view Indigenous aesthetics and intercultural cosmopolitanisms not from the entrenched metropolitan perspectives of Sydney, London or New York but from the so--called 'remote' zone, where 'peripheral' artists live and work in communities such as Lajamanu, Amata or the town camps of Alice Springs? What might it mean to take seriously the demands of desert Aboriginal artists to represent themselves and their practice both politically and culturally; to develop their own art history, to model distinctive art theory and to shape public debate? How might Indigenous presence, sovereignty and local cultural life world(s) intervene in this tired terrain? How might a new kind of public platform serve to render visible, audible, and palpable the pioneering practices and aesthetic developments taking shape across desert Australia and support the development of a confident market for this new work? What are Desert Aboriginal models of innovation, and why do they matter today?
The nine articles, reports, reviews, interviews, video links and photo essays assembled here are testament to this task. They demonstrate, in any number of ways, that contemporary desert practices are not imprisoned by the past, corrupted by commodification, or indicative of authenticity--at--risk. The moniker Same but Different intentionally cites a Warlpiri--specific understanding of experimentation, derived from the artist Kumanjayi Jampijinpa Robertson, founding director of Warnayaka Art and Cultural Aboriginal Corporation in the 1990s, who described the emergence of acrylic Jukurrpa painting, and his own artistic practice, as not in fact a break with or an abandonment of traditional authority, rather, as 'same but different'. As Indigenous activists, anthropologists and historians have repeatedly argued, it is grotesque ethnocentricism to project a non--Indigenous framework, in which the past and future are sharply cordoned--off from the present, onto an Indigenous present. What uniquely distinguishes Indigenous temporalities are living 'post--present' contiguities, as Hetti Perkins and Victoria Lynn put it many years ago, in which the new is always 'an insurgent act of cultural reiteration'. 6 The assumption of chronological progression and inevitable historical loss are inadequate paradigms for Indigenous aesthetics, defined instead by complex ways in which both the past and future are activated and enlivened, through aesthetic practice in the present.
In 2008 Wanta Steve Jampijinpa Patrick, keynote speaker at Same but Different in both 2012 and 2013, described his newly conceived, experimental Warlpiri festival Milpirri (combining Jardi--Warnpa ceremony with hip--hop and break dance) thus: 'It was an unseen thing and now it is a seen thing.' 7 Patrick's model of aesthetic innovation provided the basis for the developing platform of Same but Different.
Namely, a performative realisation of how contemporary desert art mediums and forms, including new media, can enable the revelation of 'tradition'. 8 We wanted to explore why certain media and certain kinds of practice are privileged sites for the revelation of tradition today. What are the significant differences between these new sites and the two dominant Indigenous art movements over the past forty years-acrylic painting movement and Indigenous filmmaking? 9 In Same but Different, our understanding of 'art' is neither art historical nor curatorial, in so far as these frameworks tend to privilege end product or object--focused analyses. Rather, our interests were, from the beginning, in art--making as social practice and cultural process. Thus in the collected contributions, so--called 'background' stories and 'out of exhibition' contexts of contemporary practice outweigh end product 'art' analyses in crucial ways. The pressing issue in emergent experimental desert arts practice, as the works here demonstrate, is not documentation or archiving in order to ensure against the risk of cultural loss. Nor is it a matter of how best to 'transfer' tradition to a new medium. Rather, these diverse projects demonstrate the very high degree of ingenuity, commitment and resources required to develop new means and techniques to recreate and re--evoke Jukurrpa/Tjukurpa (Law/ceremony/'Dreaming') in meaningful contemporary ways.
-II
The task of producing Same but Different was itself an experimental endeavour. No 'experimental' desert art field exists as such in either publication or practice. There is no community of 'experimental art practitioners' that is analogous to those communities created by the social relatedness of artists or simple proximity. We did not produce the two forums to form an art experimentation--focused community but, partnership that might constitute a new kind of network, driven by Aboriginal people, priorities and orientations, rather than the kind of abstract or ready--made spectacle determined externally by Eurocentric modes of representation (as an art historical approach might achieve). We aimed to convene a heterogeneous gathering of artists in desert country and to provide a space for artists and community members to showcase multiple art forms in diverse multi--sensory performative capacities of people and projects occupying real time and space, with capacity for multi--media presentations; where experimental and innovative cultural creators could take possession of the forum to present their own works and agendas, in their own terms, models and language (via interpreters in some cases). project in Roebourne, Western Australia (see Myers, this volume) . This multiplatform design was met with great interest by its audience (largely comprised of artists and other art community members); in both years, many stayed overtime in the crowded and ultimately overheated room. We were, and we remain, humbled by the enthusiastic attendance of artists and wish to graciously extend our deep appreciation to all who came together across long desert distances to share their work and skills in this new, lively and experimental convention of colleagues, associates, friends, relations and strangers. We thank the selection of presenters from both years of Same but Different who have contributed work to this special section.
-III
As the presentations collected here demonstrate, far more is being made-and being made to matter-in new arts--cultural practices taking shape today than might be reduced to a 'portable, durable, frame--able, collectable' 12 Contemporary political discourse on 'the problem' of 'remote' Aboriginalityits past, present and future-finds it hard to imagine desert communities as economically viable or healthy places for human lives, without radical social intervention and change. 17 Current policy implicitly urges Indigenous Australians to pursue economic livelihood 'opportunities' away from their homes, in order to simultaneously improve economic wellbeing and to contribute to (so--called) greater Australian society as economically productive citizens. Within this framework, traditional economic practices, societal dynamics and language itself, are seen as obstacles to these objectives. The capacities for 'culture' to inform and enhance remote economic possibilities, through art--based practices, have long been promoted as development 'solutions', but all too often with unrealistic expectations.
'Art' has at many times been posited as a single industry 'solution' for remote communities, with little comprehension of the limited potential of commodity 'art' n a speculative and fragile market. Rarely is the 'value' of art making in relation to community sustainability demonstrated through empirical data or analysis despite the strong evidence of its social impacts, apparent in art centres' promotions, public presentations, reports and grant writing. 18 In this context, this guest--edited section can itself be understood as an intervention in the non--consultative and top--down tendencies of current national policy and debate. As a nationally funded research--based initiative, Same but Different aims to create a new framework for 'remote' desert Aboriginal self--presentation. 19 The project is, moreover, located within the terms of key Obligation, responsibility and duty to hold country, to hear, listen and respond to it properly, is not a matter of neoliberal 'choice'. As Wanta Steve Jampijinpa Patrick (this volume) describes it, responsibiity to country is precisely what is required to be 'Australian' today, The art featured in this special edition attests to the vital importance of living relationships to country, place and ways of being that are under threat in this political climate. If the language of 'choice' is encrusted as the dominant paradigm of our age, a discursive iron cage to be sure, desert community artists are demonstrating, through their ongoing energetic practice and commitments to cultural survival, that no one chooses or can choose to leave Country, to sever their lived custodial relationships with it or to abandon their greater responsibilities for its wellbeing. 
